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S3. WATER QUALITY
TYPE: .................................................................................................................... STATE
SOURCE:........................................... Large Rivers Db, Pesticides in Groundwater
SCALE:.....................................................................................Unknown at this stage
RESOLUTION: .........................................................................Unknown at this stage
DESCRIPTION:
The analysis of water quality is interesting for, at least, two reasons. On
the one hand, the state of river waters can be considered as an indicator of the
natural character of the waterbeds and of their biological richness. On the other
hand, it should complement the available information concerning the water
resources that may be used by mankind. There are many water pollutants and it
is very difficult to use an indicator that groups together the numerous
parameters to be taken into account. It has been proposed, therefore, to use one
of the extant classifications like the proposal that is included in the Dobris
Assessment (good, acceptable, deficient and bad) or to classify the rivers into
three categories: salmonoid suitable waters, cyprinoid suitable waters and non
fish suitable waters. On the other hand, it would be necessary to include within
this indicator the quality of groundwater subject to pollution caused mainly by
nitrates and pesticides.
LIMITATIONS:
We find the main limitation for building this indicator up in the lack of a
sufficiently complete data base to fulfil the ESDP objectives. It seems there is
some work that has been done by EUROSTAT that might contain some relevant
information such as Estimation of renewable water resources in the EU (SUPCOM95,95) whose Final Report is dated 1997. However, we are not familiar
with the content of this work and whether it includes relevant data. On the
other hand, GISCO includes under the Hydrographic topic a section with the
most important rivers and lakes with 6,159 river segments and 2,068 lakes.
REFERENCES:
All consulted sources include indicators on the water quality. These are
based on the measurement of specific substances (organic matter, pesticides,
phosphor,…). Only a few indicators integrate continental water quality. One of
them is the proposal previously pointed out, included in the Dobris Assessment.
It also includes an indicator named Index of Biotic Integrity en Environmental
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Indicator Technical Assistance Series. Volume Three: State Indicators of National Scope
(page 19), USEPA, 1996.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES:
Several illustrative examples can be observed in: Europe’s Environment: The
Second Assessment, EEA 1998.
ALTERNATIVE OR COMPLEMENTARY PROPOSALS:
Some observations have proposed the possibility of fusing it with the S4
and to create a sole indicator of Water. There are also proposals to include the
quality of coastal waters in this indicator. To do so the bathing water quality
data could be used. An alternative method proposed consists in drawing up a
buffer (20 or 30km) around the fluvial channels and analysing the presence of
woods, wetlands and potentially pollutant agricultural uses the resultant areas.
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S4. WATER RESOURCES
TYPE ..................................................................................................................... STATE
SOURCE:...............................GISCO (climatic section), Corine Land Cover, DTM
SCALE:.....................................................................................Unknown at this stage
RESOLUTION: .........................................................................Unknown at this stage
DESCRIPTION:
Water may be the most exploited natural resource and upon whose
existence the development of human activities depends. An intensive
exploitation of the water resource, the increase on the demand and the
imbalance between available resources and consumption have changed the
consideration of water as an inexhaustible resource. The combining of the
availability of the water resource with the consumption of water both in urban
and farming activity terms has been proposed, and from this to determine those
areas of European territory that present imbalances.
REFERENCES:
Similar indicators are proposed in: Environmental Indicator Technical
Assistance Series. Volume Three: State Indicators of National Scope (page. 37),
USEPA, 1996 (Miles/Acres/Percent of Waterbodies Meeting Drinking Water
Designated Use); Europe’s Environment: The Second Assessment, EEA 1998,
include two tables representing Average annual runoff (9.1) and Urban demand as
a proportion of average annual run-off (9.2).
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES:
An illustrative example can be observed in: Europe’s Environment: The
Second Assessment, EEA 1998.
ALTERNATIVE OR COMPLEMENTARY PROPOSALS:
Some observations have proposed the possibility of fusing it with the S3
and of creating a single indicator of Water. Other alternatives that should be
taken into account are the relationship between water resources and parameters
such as evapotranspiration or water deficit.
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S5. COASTAL VALUE
TYPE: .................................................................................................................... STATE
SOURCE:..................................... CORINE Coastal Erosion, CORINE Land Cover
SCALE:............................................................................................................ 1:100.000
RESOLUTION: .................................................................................................. NUTS 5
DESCRIPTION:
If there is a space subject to intense pressures of anthropic activity and
which has endured a greater degree of alteration, it is the coast. The result in
some cases is the complete loss of the natural character of the coast. On top of
the serious environmental impact implied in such a loss of natural character, it
implies the disappearance of one of the most appreciated natural resources for
the development of the territories. Complexity of the processes developed on
this space recommends an individualised assessment of the rest of the
environment. Concerning the evaluation of the state of the coast it is proposed
to make an assessment by considering natural character, fragility and rarity
aspects of each section of the coast. The classification of the proposed categories
will allow for the consideration of unique environments, such as estuaries and
dune systems, more fragile and scarce cliffs, for instance.
REFERENCES:
A similar indicator has not been used. There are some attempts to
represent factors such as threats to the coast due to urban or tourism industries.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES:
Several illustrative example can be observed in: Europe’s Environment: The
Second Assessment, EEA 1998.
ALTERNATIVE OR COMPLEMENTARY PROPOSALS:
Some observations have proposed the possibility of fusing it with the S3
and of creating a single indicator for Water. Other alternatives that should be
taken into account are the relationship between water resources and parameters
such as evapotranspiration or water deficit.
An alternative method that has been proposed consists in drawing up a
buffer from the coastline (10 or 20 km), analysing for this area the presence of
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wetlands and the ground uses from CORINE Land Cover, and especially
agricultural and urban uses.
CARRIED OUT TESTS:
The Coastal Value indicator (S5) was elaborated with the data of the
section of Coastal Erosion (Theme EN –Environment– Section CE –Coastal
Erosion–) included in the Natural Resources CD-ROM (version 1.1 1996). This
information is available to scale 1:100.000 for ten countries: Germany, France,
Italy, Netherlands, Belgium, United Kingdom, Denmark, Greece, Spain, and
Portugal. In total there are 16,469 coastal segments characterised. In this test an
assessment is made of the NUTS 2 coasts. For this, naturalness and diversity
(Shannon-Weaver index) have been taken into account, and the spring tidal
range (Tavies 1972) for the coast of each NUTS 2.
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